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During the last years there has been a rapidly
growing interest in the field of cold molecules
[1–3]. This has obviously been inspired by the
spectacular successes in the closely related field
of cold atoms, which have recently been recog-
nized by the award of the 2001 Nobel Prize in
Physics to Cornell, Ketterle, and Wieman for
„the achievement of Bose-Einstein condensati-
on in dilute gases of alkali atoms, and for early
fundamental studies of the properties of the
condensates.“ But molecules have much more
to offer than simply extending the experiments
already performed with atoms to more complex
species.

There are several fundamental physics studies that
are currently being pursued, for which molecules
are used as test-beds. In the search for the elec-

tric dipole moment of the electron, for instance, speci-
fic molecules like YbF and PbO are considered ideal
candidates [4, 5]; the valence electron in these mole-
cules is exposed to (internal) electric fields that are or-
ders of magnitude larger than those obtainable other-
wise. The measurement of the temporal variation of the
fine-structure constant [6] is another ambitious goal,
which might be achieved by accurately measuring the
ratio of the transition frequencies of various types of
optical transitions in molecules. To study the effect of
the weak interaction, chiral molecules are used, as the
weak interaction is expected to lead to differences in
molecular transition frequencies for different enantio-
mers, i. e. for molecules that are each others’ mirror-
image [7]. For all these types of measurements it would
be a major advantage if they could be performed on
cold molecules, i. e., on molecules that are almost mo-
tionless. This would lengthen the interaction time and
thereby largely increase the precision in the various ex-
periments.

In a sample of cold molecules, the relative velocities
of the molecules are, by definition, very small but the
absolute velocity of the ensemble of molecules can
have any arbitrary value. Beams of ‘velocity compres-
sed’ molecules with a tunable absolute velocity, i. e.
with a tunable de Broglie wavelength, offer fascinating
perspectives for molecule optics [8] as well as for mo-
lecular collision studies and for reactive scattering ex-
periments. In molecular collisions, huge scattering re-
sonances have been predicted at low collision energies

[9]. These resonances can occur, for instance, when
colliding molecules begin to rotate, leaving them with
insufficient translational kinetic energy to overcome
their van der Waals attraction. These resonances can
be very narrow, and measuring the width and position
of these resonances as a function of collision energy
would provide a new experimental characterization of
the potential energy surface of the interacting mole-
cules very close to the dissociation limit. Similarly, the
formation of long-lived, transiently bound, molecular
complexes might enable reactions to occur via tunnel-
ing through reaction barriers, thus opening up novel
routes for low temperature chemistry.

Production of cold molecular gases in the quantum
degenerate regime obviously remains an important goal
as well. When a molecular Bose-Einstein condensate
will be formed, there is the possibility to study its beha-
vior for molecules in selected vibrational and (end-
over-end) rotational states. One should be well aware
of the complexity that might arise in these systems, in
particular when different nuclei with nonzero nuclear
spin are present in the molecule. Arguably the most in-
teresting aspect of molecules compared to atoms is that
many molecules do have a permanent electric dipole
moment. The anisotropic interaction between the di-
poles might on the one hand complicate matters, but
on the other hand it will give rise to an extremely rich
and new physics in the cold dipolar gases [10]. It has
been pointed out that the stability diagram of a trapped
gas of bosonic molecules interacting dominantly via di-
pole-dipole forces is strongly influenced by the trap-
ping geometry [11]. This offers new possibilities for
controlling and engineering macroscopic quantum sta-
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tes. It has also been predicted that cold dipolar gases
of fermions are excellent candidates for achieving the
superfluid transition [12]. Another challenging pros-
pect is that trapped polar molecules might be used for
quantum computation; in this design, the qubits would
be the electric dipole moments of ultracold diatomic
molecules, oriented parallel or antiparalllel to an exter-
nal electric field, with coupling between bits via the
electric dipole-dipole interaction [13].

Production of Cold Molecules
For the production of samples of cold molecules,

the method of laser cooling, that has been so crucial
for the success in the field of cold atoms, is not parti-
cularly well suited. Laser cooling relies on the possibi-
lity of repeatedly inducing an absorption-emission cy-
cle in an atom, thus leading to an efficient transfer of
momentum from the photons in the laser beam to the
atom. With laser beams in the proper configuration,
atoms can be slowed and cooled. The more complex
energy-level structure of molecules compared to atoms
makes it nearly impossible to find a (sufficiently) clo-
sed two-level system in molecules for efficient laser
cooling. This complication is not due to the rotation of
the molecule; transitions between different rotational
states are governed by strict selection rules, and for a
variety of molecules optical transitions can be found
that are electronically and rotationally closed. The pro-
blem is in the vibrations of the molecule; transitions

between different vibrational states are governed by
Franck-Condon factors, that is, the overlap of the cor-
responding vibrational wavefunctions. After sponta-
neous emission the molecules therefore are generally
distributed over a large number of vibrational states.
Only in favorable cases, namely when the sum of all
off-resonant Franck-Condon factors is sufficiently
small, could laser cooling be applied to molecules. Al-
though not yet demonstrated, it appears that the NH
radical might be a suitable molecule for laser cooling
[14].

There are currently three different methods that
have produced cold molecules that have subsequently
been trapped. The first, and up to now most widely
applied, method starts from samples of cold atoms as,
for instance, obtained in a ‘standard’ magneto-optical
trap (MOT). Through the process of photo-association,
two atoms are bound together [15]. The thus-produced
molecules are translationally as cold as the atoms from
which they are produced. The atoms are bound toge-
ther at rather large internuclear distance, favoring the
formation of molecules in highly vibrationally excited
states just below the dissociation limit. The molecules
are produced in low angular momentum states and of-
ten in electronically excited, metastable triplet states.
Using a variety of laser schemes, the internal state dis-
tribution can be manipulated, and the molecules can
be transferred into their rotational-vibrational and
electronic ground state. Photoassociation has up to
now mainly been used to produce homonuclear alkali
dimers, although heteronuclear diatomics can be pro-
duced as well. Trapping of the cold molecules can be
performed in a far off-resonance quasielectrostatic
trap, like in the focus of a CO2 laser beam [16]. More
recently, approximately 2×105 Cs2 molecules at 50 mK,
produced via photoassociation, have been trapped in
the inhomogeneous magnetic field that was used to
produce the Cs MOT [17].

In the second method, molecules are injected in a
cold He buffer gas and allowed to equilibriate with the
buffer gas after multiple collisions. When 3He is used
as buffer gas, the temperature can be as low as 250 mK
while still maintaining a sufficient buffer gas density
for efficient cooling. At these temperatures, molecules
will be in their electronic and vibrational ground state
and only a very limited number of rotational states will
be populated. Molecules in so-called low-field seeking
states can be trapped in a magnetic field minimum ne-
ar the center of the buffer gas cell, which is created by
two magnet coils in anti-Helmholtz configuration. This
cooling method is generally applicable, and relatively
large numbers of paramagnetic molecules can be trap-
ped this way. In the initial experiments, approximately
108 CaH molecules, produced via laser ablation of a
solid precursor placed inside the buffer gas cell, were
magnetically trapped at 400 mK [18].

In the third method, developed in our laboratory
and detailed here, a pulsed beam of dipolar molecules
is decelerated by letting it pass through an array of
time-varying inhomogeneous electric fields [19]. The
bunches of slow molecules that exit this so-called Stark
decelerator are subsequently stored in an electrostatic
storage ring [20] or trapped in an electrostatic quadru-
pole trap [21]. In particular, we succeeded in electro-
static trapping of ground state ammonia molecules
residing in a single rotational-vibrational level at densi-
ties of (better than) 107 molecules per cubic centimeter

Fig. 1: 
�� top: Schematic view of the experimen-
tal set-up used for trapping neutral
ammonia molecules. A pulsed beam of
ammonia molecules with a mean velocity
of 275 m/s passes through a skimmer.
Ammonia molecules in a selected quan-
tum state are focused by an electrostatic
hexapole lens on the entrance of the
Stark decelerator. In the decelerator, a
fraction of the ammonia molecules is
decelerated and exits the decelerator as 
a compact package of about 1–2 mm
length, moving with an absolute velocity
of around 15 m/s and with a velocity 

spread of several m/s. The slow beam of
ammonia molecules is focused and bun-
ched inside an electrostatic quadrupole
trap, which is abruptly switched on once
the molecules have come to a near com-
plete standstill at the center of this trap.
In order to detect the ammonia mole-
cules a pulsed laser is focused inside the
trap. The resulting ions are extracted and
counted using an ion detector.
�� bottom: Photograph of the 35 cm long
Stark decelerator with the  attached qua-
drupole trap.
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and at temperatures of around 25 mK. In Figure 1, a
schematic overview of the experimental set-up used for
these experiments is shown, together with a photo-
graph of the 35 cm long Stark decelerator with the
attached quadrupole trap.

Molecular Beam Deceleration and Trapping
The Molecular Beam
In our experimental method, full advantage is taken

of the process of adiabatic cooling in a pulsed gas ex-
pansion. When a dilute mixture of the molecule of in-
terest with a rare gas is expanded from a high-pressure
region into vacuum, efficient cooling of all internal de-
grees of freedom of the molecule occurs through multi-
ple collisions in the expansion region. Pulsed molecu-
lar beams produced this way have rotational tempera-
tures of a few degrees Kelvin and can have densities of
1012 molecules per cubic centimeter per quantum state.
Such beams have been used extensively to greatly sim-
plify molecular spectroscopy and to produce weakly
bonded molecular complexes [22]. The relative velocity
spread in the beam is typically on the order of 10 %,
corresponding to a translational temperature in the
moving frame of the molecular beam of approximately
1 K. To be applicable for molecular trapping, one needs
to transfer the high phase-space densities present in
the moving frame of the molecular beam to the labora-
tory frame. The typical absolute velocities in a molecu-
lar beam are in the 250–2000 m/s range, mainly deter-
mined by the mass and initial temperature of the carri-
er gas. As the absolute velocity in the molecular beam
is the velocity with respect to the source, one possibili-
ty to produce slow beams in the laboratory frame is to
move the source backwards at the appropriate velocity.
Although this method has been demonstrated to work
in principle [23], collisions in the source region of the
molecular beam severely limit its practical use. In our
experiments we use a ‘standard’ pulsed expansion of a
mixture of 1 % of the molecules of interest (CO, ND3)
in Xe, and we cool the pulsed valve as far as possible
without liquifying the gases. In this way, a pulsed
molecular beam with an absolute velocity of around
275 m/s and with a width corresponding to a transla-
tional temperature of 0.5 K is produced. This is about
as slow and as cold as a molecular beam can be made
with conventional means and serves as a good starting
point for deceleration and trapping experiments.

The Stark Decelerator
To focus and decelerate this molecular beam we ex-

ploit the interaction of dipolar molecules with inhomo-
geneous electric fields. If a molecule is in a quantum
state that experiences an increase in Stark energy with
increasing electric field, this molecule will be decelera-
ted while moving from a zero into a high electric field.
When moving out of the high electric field again, the
molecule will be accelerated, and regain its original ki-
netic energy in zero electric field. This has often been
used in molecular beam experiments to spatially mani-
pulate molecules in these so-called ‘low-field seeking’
states, in particular to control the off-axis velocity
component of the molecules. In an electrostatic hexa-
pole, for instance, the electric field close to the axis is
cylindrically symmetric and quadratically increases
with the distance from the symmetry axis. Molecules in
quantum states that experience a linear positive Stark
shift thus feel a force directed towards the symmetry

axis, increasing linearly with the distance from the
axis. For a beam of molecules directed along the sym-
metry axis of the hexapole, the hexapole thus acts as 
a positive lens. Although the spatial manipulation of
molecules with inhomogeneous electric fields has been
used before, it had not been equally well appreciated
that time-varying inhomogeneous electric fields can be
used to manipulate the molecules in velocity as well.
However, it is evident that when the electric field is ab-
ruptly switched off once the molecules have moved in-

to it, the molecules will not regain their original kinetic
energy; part of the kinetic energy of the molecules is
then transferred to the power supply that creates the
time-varying electric field.

The amount by which the kinetic energy of a mole-
cule can be reduced by letting it move into a single
electric field section that is rapidly switched off once
the molecule is in the maximum field is rather small,
however. It depends strongly on the molecule and on
the quantum state and is determined by the maximum
positive Stark shift that the molecule experiences in
experimentally realizable electric fields. For various
small molecules, positive Stark shifts of typically 1
cm–1 can be obtained in electric fields up to 100
kV/cm. This value is to be compared to the kinetic
energy of the molecules in our molecular beam, which
is on the order of 100 cm–1. Therefore, to decelerate
the molecular beam to low velocity, this process has to
be repeated and an array of electric field sections is re-
quired. In the prototype Stark decelerator that we con-
structed for this, and which is schematically shown in
Figure 2, we have used an array of 64 equidistant elec-
tric field stages, alternatingly positioned horizontally
and vertically. The electric fields in the various sections
are switched on and off synchronously with the pulsed
beam of molecules that passes through it. While pas-
sing through the Stark decelerator, the molecules in
low-field seeking states stay confined near the symme-

Fig. 2: 
Scheme of the Stark decelerator, together with the Stark energy
of a molecule as a function of position z along the molecular
beam axis. In our prototype set-up there are 64 electric field
stages separated by a distance L = 5,5 mm. Each stage consists
of two parallel cylindrical metal rods with 3 mm diameter cen-
tered 5 mm apart. One of the rods is connected to a positive
and the other to a negative switchable high voltage power supp-
ly. Typically, the decelerator is operated at voltages of +10 kV
and –10 kV, leading to a maximum electric field on the molecu-
lar beam axis of 90 kV/cm. The maximum Stark shift for ND3
molecules in the particular low-field seeking quantum state
that is selected in these experiments is then 1.1 cm–1. Close to
the electrodes, the electric field is 120 kV/cm, leading to a
focusing of the molecules in low-field seeking states towards
the molecular beam axis.
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try axis of the decelerator, as there the electric field is
at a minimum. 

But also in the forward direction, namely along the
molecular beam axis, a bunch of molecules can be kept
together throughout the decelerator when the electric
fields are switched at the appropriate times. To see this,
consider a molecule moving with exactly the average
velocity along the molecular beam axis and entering a
region of high electric field, as indicated in Figure 2. If
we switch off the field when this particular molecule is
somewhere ‘uphill’ but not yet in the maximum field,
this molecule will be decelerated, though less efficient-
ly than could be. Molecules that are faster, those mole-
cules that are ahead, will be decelerated more, while
slower molecules, those that are lagging behind, will be
decelerated less or even be accelerated. This process
can be described as the trapping of molecules in a po-
tential well that travels with a velocity determined by
the timing sequence of the array of electric fields [19],
and is fully equivalent to the concept of phase stability
in charged particle linear accelerators (LINACs). 

The process in our Stark decelerator, the LINAC for
neutral molecules, can be viewed as slicing a bunch of
molecules with a narrow velocity distribution, corres-
ponding to a translational temperature of a few mK,
out of the original beam, and decelerating these to
arbitrarily low absolute velocities; acceleration of the
beam is of course possible as well. In this process not
only the phase space density (defined as the number of
molecules per unit volume per unit momentum space)
but also the shape in phase-space remains the same,
and one can thus efficiently transfer the high phase
space densities from the moving frame of the molecular
beam to the laboratory frame [19].

Electrostatic Trapping of Molecules
Once molecules are decelerated to sufficiently low

velocities, they can be trapped in a variety of ways. By
bending a hexapole in the shape of a torus, a storage
ring for neutral dipolar molecules can be formed. A
molecular beam can be tangentially injected in this sto-
rage ring, passing between the rods of the hexapole,
which is abruptly switched on once the molecules have
entered it. To confine molecules to stable orbits in this
storage ring, the inhomogeneous electric field inside
the ring has to be sufficiently large to provide the re-
quired centripetal force. The diameter of the storage
ring needed thus scales with the square of the forward
velocity of the molecules, and having a slow molecular
beam for injection in the ring is a good asset for testing
the performance of such a device. In Figure 3 a scheme
of the experimental set-up used for demonstrating a
prototype molecular storage ring is shown. The mea-
surements shown in the same figure demonstrate that
bunches of about 106 state-selected ND3 molecules
with a forward velocity of 89 m/s make up to six round
trips in the 80 cm circumference storage ring, at trans-
lational temperatures of approximately 10 mK [20].

A sectional version of the storage ring will allow
field-free interaction regions and various out-coupling
regions. In such a ring, bunches of cold molecules can
be made to interact repeatedly, at well defined times
and at distinct locations, with electromagnetic fields or
particles. This yields unique opportunities for high-re-
solution molecular spectroscopy as well as for a large
variety of collision studies. By incorporating a re-bun-
ching element in the ring, the gradual spreading of the
package that is observed can be avoided and the stored
molecules can be confined to the same region in phase
space for a time-period limited only by collisions with
background gas. Different molecules can be stored si-
multaneously; slowly overtaking or counter-propaga-
ting bunches can be stored and used for collision stu-
dies. The excellent optical access to the storage ring
makes laser detection schemes feasible to accurately
determine where the molecules are in the ring at each
given moment in time. If this is done in a nonintrusive
manner this information can be used to actively correct
the trajectories of individual molecules towards the
ideal, circular orbit, thus increasing the phase-space
density of the stored molecules (stochastic cooling).

In the storage ring, the molecules still have a for-
ward velocity of around 100 m/s. If the molecules are
decelerated to lower velocities, they can be trapped in
a quadrupole electrostatic trap. Typical trap depths
that can be achieved are on the order of (a fraction of)
one degree Kelvin, implying that molecular velocities
below approximately 20 m/s are required for trapping.
Moreover, if a molecular beam with a low absolute ve-
locity and with a certain velocity spread is injected in
the trap, one would like to first get rid off (most of the)
forward velocity and the final temperature of the trap-
ped species be solely determined by the width of the
velocity distribution. This can be done by applying vol-
tages to the trap electrodes asymmetrically, such that
the molecules have to climb one last potential hill on
their way into the trap. By properly choosing the velo-
city of the molecules entering the trap, molecules can
be made to come to a standstill near the center of the
trap. If we would not change anything, the molecules
would subsequently be reflected back out of the trap
again. At this time, however, the voltages on the trap

Fig. 3: 
Schematic view of the experimental set-
up used for demonstrating the prototype
storage ring for neutral molecules. Bun-
ches of ammonia molecules that exit the
Stark decelerator with a forward velocity
of 89 m/s and with a velocity spread cor-
responding to a translational temperature
of 10 mK are tangentially injected into
the electrostatic storage ring, and pass
through the 2 mm wide ‘slit’ between the
4 mm diameter hexapole rods. The densi-
ty of ammonia molecules at the point at
which they are coupled into the 25 cm
diameter storage ring is measured using a 

UV laser based ionization detection sche-
me. The measurements demonstrate that
bunches containing approximately a mil-
lion ammonia molecules can be detected
up to six round trips in the storage ring
(t '' = 0 ms corresponds to the time at
which the molecules are injected into the
storage ring). The package of molecules
is seen to gradually broaden in time and
to decrease in peak intensity, mainly due
to the tangential velocity spread (disper-
sion), as confirmed by the result of tra-
jectory calculations shown underneath
the measurements.
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electrodes are switched to a symmetrical configuration,
creating a potential well from which the molecules can
not escape.

In Figure 4 the electrode configuration used to load
and trap a slow beam of state-selected ND3 molecules
is shown [21]. Upon exiting the decelerator, the mole-
cules pass through a ring electrode that is used to focus
and bunch, namely to focus in the forward direction,
the package of molecules at the center of the electro-
static quadrupole trap. The density of the ND3 mole-
cules at the center of the trap is measured using reso-
nant laser ionization followed by mass-selective detec-
tion of the ions. The oscillations in the ND3 density, as
observed soon after switching on the trapping field, re-
flect the ‘slushing’ of the package of molecules inside
the (anharmonic) trap. The absolute number density of
the trapped ND3 molecules is better than 107 mole-
cules per cubic centimeter while their temperature is
measured to be around 25 mK. The package of trapped
molecules has an oblate shape, about 1 mm in diame-
ter and 0.5 mm thick. The trapping time is presently li-
mited by collisions with background gas to a fraction
of a second, and is expected to lengthen considerably
in a better vacuum. The deceleration and trapping
scheme that we have used relies on the magnitude of
the Stark shift in a given quantum state relative to the
kinetic energy of the molecules. It is therefore possible
to start with a beam containing different molecules and
to simultaneously trap these; we have recently demon-
strated simultaneous trapping of bosonic 14ND3 and
fermionic 15ND3 at the above-mentioned densities and
temperatures [24].

Future Prospects
Given the densities and temperatures that can be

achieved in a state-of-the-art pulsed molecular beam,
we are confident that it will be possible to get a total
number of 107 molecules at a density of 1010 molecu-
les/cm3 and at a temperature below 10 mK in the trap;
a straightforward scaling up of the present molecular
beam machine, Stark decelerator, and trap will suffice
for this. Further improvement might be obtained from
optimizing the timing sequence of the various electric
fields, using feedback control and genetic learning al-
gorithms. It should be realized that these number den-
sities are expected to be obtainable in a single loading
cycle. Accumulation of molecules from successive de-
celeration cycles in the trap would appear to be the
ideal method for further increasing the number density.
However, increasing the phase-space density is not
possible when only conservative forces are applied
(Liouville’s theorem); simply opening the trap to allow
molecules from the next deceleration cycle to enter
cannot be performed without losing or heating the
molecules that are already stored. For the NH radical
there is an experimental scheme to circumvent this
fundamental obstacle. The essence of this scheme is
that the molecules are decelerated and brought to a ne-
ar standstill by the Stark decelerator while residing in
a long-lived electronically excited state. By applying an
intense laser field, the spontaneous decay of these radi-
cals to their electronic ground state can then be stron-
gly enhanced. In their electronic ground state the NH
radicals can be trapped in inhomogeneous magnetic
fields. The laser-induced spontaneous decay thus pro-
vides a unidirectional path to load the magnetic trap,
in which the molecules can then be accumulated [14].

This might be applicable to other molecules as well
using IR transitions. For most other molecules, increa-
sing the phase-space density will only be possible when
there is dissipation. The feasibility of evaporative coo-
ling and of laser cooling on rotational-vibrational tran-
sitions needs to be investigated for various molecules.
Another possible route might be in sympathetically
cooling molecules in a Rb magnetic trap, especially gi-
ven the recent success in producing a potassium BEC

via sympathetic cooling of K with Rb [25]. Whenever
any kind of cooling of the trapped molecules works, re-
loading of the trap can be used to further increase the
number of trapped molecules.

It would be a major advantage if molecules in ‘high-
field’ seeking states could be decelerated and trapped
as well. The rotational ground state of any molecule is
always lowered in energy by an external perturbation
and is therefore high-field seeking. Evaporative cooling
is much more likely to be successful on molecules in
their lowest energy quantum state, and many new
molecules, in particular those considered useful for the
electric dipole moment measurements, would become
available for these studies. It might appear to be
straightforward to apply the above methods to mole-
cules in high-field seeking states by simply reversing
the situation and letting the molecules fly out of, in-
stead of into, the region of high electric field for in-
stance. However, Maxwell’s equations do not allow for
a maximum of the electric field in free space, and
therefore transverse stability cannot be maintained
easily; molecules in high-field seeking states have the
tendency to crash into the electrodes, where the elec-
tric fields are the highest. The same situation is en-
countered in charged particle accelerators where this
problem has been resolved by using alternate gradient
(AG) focusing. This method came out of the realization
that a long-established fact of geometrical optics was
applicable to ion optics as well: for a pair of lenses that
have equal focal lengths but with one lens converging
and the other diverging, the total focal length is always
positive. This same principle can be applied to polar
molecules when using electrostatic dipole lenses. These

Fig. 4: 
Electric field configuration used for loa-
ding (upper left) and trapping (upper
right) neutral polar molecules. In both
cases, a cut through the trap is shown
and the applied voltages indicated. The
solid curves inside the trap are lines of
equal electric field. The potential energy
along the molecular beam axis for ammo-
nia molecules in the selected low-field
seeking state is shown for these two
cases as well. In the lower part of the
Figure the density of ammonia molecules
recorded at the center of the trap is
shown as a function of time. The time at
which the voltages are switched from the
loading to the trapping geometry is indi-
cated with an arrow. After the oscillati-
ons in the ammonia density at the center
of the trap have faded away, a steady sig-
nal of trapped ammonia molecules, cor-
responding to a density of at least 107

molecules per cubic centimeter, remains.
The inset shows the density of ammonia
molecules on a longer timescale, and an
exponential fit to the data with an 1/e
decay time of 0.3 s.
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lenses focus the molecular beam in one direction but
simultaneously defocus the beam in the orthogonal di-
rection. By alternating the orientation of these lenses,
an electric field geometry with a focusing effect in both
dimensions can be created. By switching these lenses
on and off at the appropriate times, AG focusing and
deceleration of a molecular beam can be achieved
simultaneously, as we have recently successfully de-
monstrated [26]. In particular cases, an alternative
method to produce a beam of slow molecules in high-
field seeking states might be to first decelerate and
focus the molecules while in a low-field seeking state
and to then induce a transition (microwave, radio-
frequency) to a high-field seeking state. The latter
method also allows for the preparation of the mole-
cules in selected, single hyperfine levels. In either way,
once the molecules are sufficiently slow they can be
trapped in an electrodynamic trap or in a ring geome-
try, for instance around a wire or in a (AG) storage
ring.
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The author

Kalte (langsame) Moleküle eignen sich für eine Reihe von
Grundlagenexperimenten. An Molekülen wie YbF und PbO
lassen sich beispielsweise Präzisionsmessungen zum elek-
trischen Dipolmoment des Elektrons durchführen. Auch
die zeitliche Konstanz der Feinstrukturkonstanten und die
schwache Wechselwirkung kann an Molekülen studiert
werden, indem man die Energieniveaus verschiedener Spe-
zies spektroskopisch vermisst. Voraussetzung für hohe Prä-
zision sind lange Wechselwirkungszeiten von Molekülen
und Laserlicht, wie man sie nur für langsame Moleküle er-
reicht. 

Verschiedene Verfahren wurden für die Erzeugung kalter
Moleküle erprobt, etwa das Abbremsen mit einem kalten
Puffergas (Helium). Im vorliegenden Artikel wird ein alter-
natives Verfahren beschrieben, das die Wechselwirkung des
molekularen Dipols mit einem elektrischen Feld ausnutzt
(Stark-Effekt). Die Moleküle erfahren im inhomogenen
elektrischen Feld eine Kraft. Sie laufen einen Potentialberg
hoch und werden dabei langsamer. Der hier vorgestellte
„Stark-Bremser“ beruht auf zeitlich getakteten Feldern. Da-
mit ist es gelungen, ND3-Moleküle von 275 m/s auf 15 m/s
abzubremsen und in einer elektrostatischen Quadrupolfalle
zu speichern. Die Dichte betrug 107 Moleküle pro Kubik-
zentimeter bei einer Temperatur von 25 mK. Fernziel ist die
Erzeugung eines molekularen Bose-Einstein-Kondensats.
Dazu müssen weitere Kühlverfahren erprobt werden.

Zusammenfassung


